500X
AUTHENTIC FIAT®
ACCESSORIES

Overseas vehicle shown above with Special Edition “Rebel” Graphic Package (82214961), Red Hypnotique Mirror Covers (50903553), 18-inch Bright Black Diamond-Cut Alloy Wheels (51993393), Red Hypnotique Bodyside Mouldings (50903548),
Removable Roof Rack (50902731), and Roof-Mount Surfboard Carrier (50900822). Overseas vehicle shown on cover page with Racing Checkerboard with Orange Trimmed X Decals Pack (includes bonnet and bodyside graphic) (82214954), Side Mirror
Covers - Orange (50927549) and 18-inch Bright Black Diamond-Cut Alloy Wheels (51993393). Additional accessories shown not included.

WITH YOU EVERY MILE
This is a brand born with a dedication for pure performance. Its
desire to move ahead has kept pace with its desire to always be
authentic. A brand raised with the belief that it’s not just about
servicing cars, it’s equally about servicing people’s lives… because
it’s our customers who truly matter most. That’s why our team is
created of expert technicians who know your make and model best.
And it’s why we offer more than just original Parts and Accessories
designed by the same engineers of your vehicle.
In short, Mopar® is not only in support of your vehicle, but in
your total ownership experience.

1. TRIPLE BLACK BONNET DECAL.

18-INCH ALLOY WHEELS.

Make a statement with this high quality

Each custom wheel is machined to match the

bonnet decal. Made of the highest quality

exact specifications of Fiat 500X and is

3M™ material it is available an array of

designed to deliver a smooth and balanced

standout designs and colours.

ride. Each wheel is treated with a durable

82214960

Clear Coat finish.

7. BRIGHT BLACK DIAMOND FINISH.

2. DOOR SILL GUARDS.
Step up your style. These brushed stainless
steel guards shine with the 500 logo and
enhance the appearance of your vehicle
while protecting door sills from scratches.
82214592

Set of four, including Fiat centre caps.
51993393

8. BRIGHT WHITE DIAMOND FINISH.
Set of four, including Fiat centre caps.
51993394

STYLE
STARTS
HERE
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3. BRIGHT PEDAL KIT.
Stainless steel pedal covers add plenty of
bold brightwork to your footwell. Rubber on
pedals provides positive traction. No drilling
required.

9. GRANITE GREY FINISH.
Set of four, including Fiat centre caps.
51993395

10. TWO-TONE RED & BLACK FINISH.

82214268

Set of four, including Fiat centre caps.
50927533

4. CHROME BONNET SPEAR.
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It’s a nod to Fiat brand history in the form of a

11. TWO-TONE BEIGE & BRONZE FINISH.

chrome accent that stands out in front. A

Set of four, including Fiat centre caps.

direct descendant of the original design.

50927534

50927458

10. WHEEL LOCK KIT.
This Wheel Lock Kit includes four new lug

5. TYRE VALVE CAPS.
Give the wheels on your Fiat 500X a real twist.
Set of four.

bolts and a special-fitting key to help offer
maximum wheel- and tyre-theft protection.
82214871

71805100

6. MOULDED SPLASH GUARDS.
Let the mud roll right off with these deluxe
Moulded Splash Guards that protect the
lower body. Rear Moulded Splash Guards
feature “X” graphic. Front and rear wheel
wells, sold separately.
Front Pair
Rear Pair

82214563
82214564
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1. 500X GREY ROOF & BONNET DECAL KIT.
50927501

2. 500X WHITE ROOF & BONNET DECAL KIT.
50927499

3. 500X BLACK ROOF & BONNET DECAL KIT.
50927500

1
4. 500X RED ROOF & BONNET DECAL KIT.
50927498

5. 500 TRI-COLOUR YELLOW MARKER BODYSIDE
DECAL KIT.
Shown with Tri-coat Yellow Mirror Covers
which are sold separately.
82214956

6. ORANGE “X” DOUBLE STRIPE BODYSIDE DECAL
KIT.
Shown with Orange Mirror Covers which are
sold separately.
82214959
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7. LOWER BODYSIDE DECAL KIT.
Grey version shown. Also available in red.
Grey
Red

50927505
50927504

8. UPPER BODYSIDE TAILWIND DECAL KIT.
Red version shown. Also available in grey.
Red
Grey

50927502
50927503
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1. CARBON FIBRE MIRROR COVERS.

10. MOPAR DESIGN FENDER BADGE.

50927547

82212881

2. WHITE SIDE MIRROR COVERS.

11. RED HYPNOTIQUE BODYSIDE MOULDINGS.

50903554

50903548

3. ORANGE SIDE MIRROR COVERS.

12. WHITE BODYSIDE MOULDINGS.

50927549

50903549

4. BEIGE SIDE MIRROR COVERS.

13. BEIGE BODYSIDE MOULDINGS.

50903556

50903551

5. SOLID BLACK SIDE MIRROR COVERS.

14. CHROME BODYSIDE MOULDINGS.

50927551

50927456

6.CHROME SIDE MIRROR COVERS.

15. MATTE BRONZE BODYSIDE MOULDINGS.

50903552

7. TRI-COAT YELLOW SIDE MIRROR COVERS.

16. ITALIAN RACING STRIPE BONNET DECAL.

50927550

82214957

8. MATTE BRONZE SIDE MIRROR COVERS.

17. CAR CARE KIT.

50903555

71806665

9. RED HYPNOTIQUE BODYSIDE MOULDINGS.
Overseas vehicle shown with Italian Racing Stripe Bonnet Decal (82214957), White Mirror Covers (50903554), 18-inch Bright White Diamond-Cut Alloy Wheels (51993393),
White Bodyside Mouldings (50903549), sold separately.

50903550

50903553

1. LONGITUDINAL ROOF RAILS. (1)

7. ROOF-MOUNT WATERSPORTS CARRIER. (1)

Allow for the installation of Sport Utility Bars,

This versatile carrier transports most kayaks,

and Mopar® sport and cargo carriers (each

sailboards, or surfboards and includes

sold separately).

latching nylon strap and slip-resistant pads.

Black
Silver (Cross Plus model vehicles only)

71807422
71807430

71805326

8. ROOF TOP SOFT SIDE CARGO CARRIER. (1)

2. SPORT UTILITY BARS.
These versatile bars are built of heavy-duty

All the advantages of a roof top box but
requires a fraction of the storage space when

anodised aluminium and feature T-slots that

not in use. 450L capacity measures 40cm x

allow quick carrier installation. Bars attach to

96cm x 45cm. Mounts to Sports Utility Bars.(2)

the standard equipment side rails and
accommodate all of our carrier accessories.
For vehicles without sunroof
For vehicles with sunroof

3. SURFBOARD CARRIER.

50927231
50927587
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TCINT869

9. UPRIGHT-MOUNT STYLE BIKE CARRIER. (1)
Light and elegant aluminium design. Can
easily be fitted on either side of the car roof

(1)

If you love traveling to the beach in your Fiat
and surfing the waves then this Genuine Fiat
Surfboard Carrier will be perfect for you.
Mounts to Sports Utility Bars.(2)
50900822

by moving the frame holder to the left or right
side.
71807275

10. FORK-MOUNT STYLE BIKE CARRIER. (1)
The

4. 360L ROOF BOX CARGO CARRIER. (1)
Increase your cargo capacity to keep up with
your active lifestyle. This Roof Box Cargo
Carrier has a 360L capacity measures 160cm
x 80cm x 40cm. Mounts to Sports Utility Bars.
(2)

recommended

roof

option

for

transportation of bikes with sensitive frames
(eg. carbon) or for bikes equipped with disc
brakes. Easily adjustable with a light and
elegant aluminium design.
TC561OUT

11. TOW BAR. (2)

71805131

This receiver features a unique style that’s

5.ROOF-MOUNT CARGO BASKET & NET. (1)
Life is a picnic with this Roof-Mount Cargo
Basket. Easy to install with quick-on/off
mounting hardware. Available in two sizes.
Net sold separately.(2)
Small Basket
Large Basket
Roof Top Basket Cargo Net

1

TCXPS820
TCXPL821
82209422AB

designed and tested to match your vehicle’s
towing capacity. Ball Mount, Hitch Ball, and
Wiring Harness are sold separately.
59228501

12. ROOF-MOUNT SKI AND SNOWBOARD
CARRIER. (1)
Carrier holds up to four snowboards, six pairs
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of skis or a combination of the two. Features

6. 368L ROOF BOX CARGO CARRIER. (1)

corrosion-resistant lock covers and either-

Need some additional length in your cargo

side opening for easy loading and unloading.

carrier? This Roof Box Cargo Carrier has a

71803106

368L capacity and measures 165cm x 87cm x
40cm. Mounts to Sports Utility Bars.(2)
TCBOX624

Properly secure all cargo.

(1)

Sold separately.

(2)

Overseas model shown.
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1. CARGO TOTE.

4. CARGO BAY ORGANISING BAR.

This collapsible, easy-to-clean tote features a

Here’s the long and short of it: this adjustable

skid resistant bottom to keep the base firmly

bar clicks into place to divide cargo space in

in place, and divided storage compartments

various configurations, to help keep things in

for better organisation. Tote also features the

their place.

Fiat® brand logo.

71805895

82212556

5. COLLAPSIBLE CARGO BASKET.
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2. CARGO BAY LOAD FLOOR.

A specially designed basket adds height and

This versatile Fiat 500X organising platform

stability to keep even fully loaded grocery

protects and accommodates different cargo

bags upright and undisturbed – so that a

accessories.

dozen eggs stays a dozen.

Cargo Bay Load Floor
Cargo Bay Load Floor Rail Adaptors

50927543
71805893

71805894

6. MOULDED REAR CARGO TRAY.
3. CARGO BAY ORGANISING BAND.

Fits in the rear cargo area to help protect

This accessory for cargo storage clicks into

carpeting from spills, dirt, grease and grime.

different positions and extends to wrap even

Tray with Fiat logo is available in Black and

bulky items with a flexible but firm band in

removes easily for cleaning.

your Fiat 500X.

82214408

71805896
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1. REAR SEAT PROTECTION COVER.

bottom edges at front and rear. An outdoor

This sturdy cover won’t block seat controls

vehicle cover is also available for your Fiat

while protecting original upholstery from dirt,

500X

damage and Fido. Zippers allow easy removal.

Indoor Vehicle Cover
Outdoor Vehicle Cover

51930794

50927565
82214568

7. TRANSPARENT PROTECTION FILM.

2. ROADSIDE SAFETY KIT.
With this kit you’ll feel secure wherever your
travels take you. Contents include a safety
flashlight, fleece blanket, six-gauge jumper
cables, safety triangle, flathead and Phillips
screwdrivers, pliers, two bungee cords and
gloves.

Protect your vehicle’s paint finish with our
cut to fit the contours of your vehicle and will
help protect from bugs, dirt, scratches, etc.,
and will cause no damage to your OEM paint
if removed years later.
For Pop, Pop Star and Lounge models
For Cross Plus models

82212566

1

paint protection films. Kits are precisely pre-

82214813
82214816

8. KEY COVERS.

3. CHROME FOG LIGHT BEZELS.
Highlight your fog lights with a flash of
chrome and take functional to a much better
place.

Thanks to easily changeable Fiat key covers,
you can take a piece of unmistakable Fiat
500X style with you wherever you go. It’s all
par t of a design philosophy that refuses to

50927460

allow anything to be mundane. Sold as a set

2

of two. Available for the deployable blade key

4. SIDE WINDOW AIR DEFLECTORS.
These easily installed tinted deflectors follow
the contours of the windows and let you vent
them no matter what the outdoor conditions
are.

fob. Italia White/Black 500 Logo set shown.
Italia White/Black 500X Logo Set
Italia White/Black 500 Logo Set
White 500 Logo/Black 500X Logo Set
Beige 500 Logo/Bronze 500X Logo Set
Bronze 500 Logo/Beige 500X Logo Set

52002326
52002327
52002329
52002330
52002331
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82214391

5. AIR FRAGRANCE DIFFUSER.
Keep the interior of your Fiat smelling clean
and fresh with the Fiat Fragrance Diffuser.
The Diffuser is battery operated and comes
complete with a kit of three fragrances for
you to choose from.
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Air Fragrance Diffuser
Air Fragrance Refill - Blue Sky
Air Fragrance Refill - Green Sea
Air Fragrance Refill - Orange Sunset

50902244
50902266
50902267
50902268

6. FULL VEHICLE COVERS.
Protect your vehicle’s finish from UV rays, dirt
and other pollutants with this washable,
weather

resistant,

heavy-duty

cover.

Contoured cover features the Fiat logo,
double-stitched

seams

and

elasticised
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THE GENUINE DIFFERENCE.
A passion for uncompromising performance and quality is the essence of the genuine difference and it’s built into every Mopar® part and accessory we make. Every genuine Mopar accessory is
original equipment, which means that every Mopar accessory is designed by Fiat engineers, the people who know your vehicle better than anyone else.

OUR PRODUCT IS A RESULT OF UNCOMPROMISING STANDARDS.
Mopar accessories are manufactured with superior finish and exact vehicle match, as well as in the integrated fit that comes from utilising the same computer modelling technology that was used
to design your vehicle.

OUR PROCESS IS AN ADHERENCE TO STRICTER TESTING.
Mopar accessories are subjected to rigorous evaluations, which include demanding salt bath corrosion tests, impact performance tests and harsh on and off-road durability testing. All genuine
Mopar accessories are designed so that they will not adversely affect your vehicle’s original performance specifications, such as engine cooling and proper air deployment, which is a common
problem with aftermarket accessories.

OUR PROMISE IS DEMONSTRATED IN OUR SUPERIOR WARRANT Y COVERAGE.
New Fiat vehicles fitted with genuine accessories by Mopar at point of purchase are covered by a 3 year/150,000 km New Vehicle Limited Warranty or a 12 month Basic Limited Warranty, which ever
is more favourable to you. These simple warranties are supported by every authorised Fiat dealership in Australia. That’s a promise aftermarket brands simply can’t make. Whether you’re looking to
enhance your vehicle with premium protection, convenience, style or entertainment, choose the Genuine Difference.

YOUR CONSUMER RIGHTS.
The benefits given to you in this Warranty are in addition to, and do not detract from, any rights and remedies that you may have under Australian consumer protection laws. Our goods
come with certain guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and for compensation for any
other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a
major failure. This Warranty:
• is not intended to change or exclude any statutory consumer rights that cannot be lawfully changed or excluded;
• is independent of any warranty that may be provided by the seller, for which it carries sole responsibility; and
• does not affect your rights against the seller, including any mandatory statutory rights you may have against the seller under consumer laws.

fiat.com.au

mopar.com.au

All product illustrations and specifications are based upon current information at the time of publication approval. Although descriptions are believed correct, accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Chrysler Australia Pty Ltd reserves the right to
make changes from time to time, without notice or obligation, in prices, specifications, colours, materials and to change or discontinue accessories. See your dealer for details. ©2015 Chrysler Group LLC. All rights reserved. Mopar is a
registered trademark of Chrysler Group LLC. FIAT is a registered trademark of Fiat Group Marketing & Corporate Communication S.p.A., used under license by Chrysler Group LLC. BLUE&ME is a trademark of Fiat Group Automobile, S.p.A., used
under license by Chrysler Group LLC. 3M is a trademark of 3M Company. TomTom is a registered trademark of TomTom International BV. Swarovski is a registered trademark of Swarovski AG.
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